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The first, somewhat obvious, observation to make is that both the first and second pages of this
puzzle contain 25 labeled stars, and these probably line up one-to-one since there was been no
attempt to reorder them sneakily.

There’s not much more to do on the first page (yet), so we move to the second page and begin
identifying the central pictures. In doing so it becomes apparent that the upper left hand of the
star represents the number of letters in whatever the image represents, and we use that to create
the following list of ‘star names’:

1. Baker
2. Raft
3. Lane
4. Wilson
5. Domino

6. Dove
7. Butler
8. Angel
9. Monk

10. Lake

11. Garland
12. Kelly
13. Stewart
14. Broccoli
15. Garfield

16. Bacon
17. Pearl
18. Fox
19. Cage
20. Turner

21. West
22. Collins
23. Lawrence
24. Lansing
25. Fitzgerald

So we’ve identified our stars, but it’s a lot harder to make sense of the other numbers and symbols
we see on the star points. The key here is to realize that by identifying our stars we have a new
canonical way to order them: alphabetically by name. Doing so and then reading off the letter
from the lower left point gives the phrase

TWELVE SIGNS ON THE BOULEVARD.

This short phrase serves as two hints in one. First off, it gets us to Google combinations of stars
and boulevard until we realize that the background of the stars used in our graphics is the coral
pink of the stars in the Hollywood Walk of Fame on Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles. Moreover,
we find that each of the stars #1 − #25 found above corresponds to a star on the Walk of Fame.

And yet this correspondence is not exact! In an extreme case, we find not one but seven Bakers
on the Walk of Fame (Anita, Art, Carroll, Kenny, Phil, Rick, and Simon). While this ambiguity
is initially troubling, we are consoled by a check built into the lower right-hand star point: this
number equals the multiplicity of name on the Walk of Fame. So we should embrace the ambiguity.

The second hint that our short phrase gives us is in the words twelve signs. This, again coupled
with the fact that this is a puzzle about stars, should suggest the twelve astrological signs of the
Zodiac. We are led to consider the astrological signs of the 60 people on the Walk of Fame with
last names in the list above.

When we do this, we notice a few things. The first thing to notice is that within any one name,
no star sign appears more than once.1 The second thing to notice is that within any astrological
sign, no Greek letter (as found in the upper right-hand point of the star) appears more than once.
Combining these two observations, we realize it is possible to partition the people into 12 groups

1This should at least be remarkable when it happens to Baker.
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and impose an ordering within each of them.2 In fact, since there is a canonical ordering on the
astrological signs (monthwise beginning with Aries and ending with Pisces), we have an ordering
on our twelve signs as well as the ordering of the stars within them.

We connect subsets of the stars on the first page in Greek alphabetical order; first those belonging
to Aries, then Taurus, etc. Each ‘constellation’ drawn in this way resembles a letter, and these
letters spell out THE LESSER DOG. This is a common name for the constellation CANIS
MINOR, which is the answer to this puzzle.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

I have a bit of a love-hate relationship with this puzzle. On the one hand, I believe it came
out quite well – the extended double entendre of the word stars gave the puzzle a solid theme,
and beyond that it scratched a lot of itches this hunt had at the time of writing. Specifically, it
offered an image identification and an extract based on looking at the shapes of things, which were
under-represented mechanics in this hunt.

On the other hand, I hate this puzzle and never want to see it again because I had to write and
rewrite it about a dozen times (each time from scratch and by hand, mind you). The reason for these
overhauls is simple: there are no good databases on the internet that list the astrological
signs of the celebrities on the Walk of Fame. The official website for the Hollywood Walk of
Fame is riddled with information gaps and errors, and Wikipedia (while generally accurate) stores
this information in a way that’s a lot harder to query with an automated program.3

The earliest versions of this puzzle had nothing to do with astrological signs or the Hollywood
Walk of Fame. Instead, we were playing around with the idea of a constellation-drawing puzzle, in
which stars were letters and you connected the dots to spell thematic words and extracted based on
picture shape. The idea was reasonable but it was hard to choose thematic words in a way that felt
satisfying.4 The general idea still felt very strong to us, so we put it on the back burner until the
connection between constellations, astrological signs, and the Hollywood Walk of Fame coalesced.

After we decided that this version of the puzzle was the one to pursue, I wrote some (bad,
apparently) code to scrape and interact with the astrological/Walk of Fame data. I built my star
array to revolve around a few nodes with high multiplicity (Baker, Wilson, Kelly, Stewart, Collins)
to minimize the total number of stars required, and filled in the gaps with singles and doubles. Since
I personally hate reading hand-drawn letters in a puzzle that go at random angles, everything is
oriented with the orientation of the page.

All in all, this puzzle took about one week to write and two more weeks of constant rewrites
before it finally worked. Thanks are owed to Paul Davey, who found the astrological signs of ≈ 60
random celebrities in an earlier draft before informing us that all of our data was wrong in countless
ways. This puzzle would have been a train wreck without him.

2This last ordering is a parody of the Bayer classification system within constellations (eg. the Zodiac). The Bayer
system labels the stars in a constellation α, β, γ, etc. in order of decreasing brightness.

3To add injury to more injury, I originally got my astrological sign date ranges from a website that was just plain
wrong. (How do you even mess this up?) In conclusion, we had a recipe for disaster.

4My goal at the time was to spell out (in English) the twelve signs of the Zodiac, so that connecting the dots
drew (in Zodiac order) the letters to THE LESSER DOG or PROCYON’S HOME. This was far too constrained
to work.
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